ShapeHost Launches New Spring Sale Offering Savings Of Up To
35% On VPS Packages
ShapeHost offers the very latest in virtual private server hosting, and has now
introduced a spring sale to help people save up to 35% on their best-selling offers.
Timisoara , Timis -- March 8, 2016 (FPRC) -- Virtual private servers are now increasingly becoming
the norm for individuals who need a powerful mobile lifestyle with access to their files anywhere, on
any device. Traditionally virtual private servers have only been available to high level executives or
tech experts, but companies are now making them accessible to everyone. ShapeHost is leading
the field with its scalable VPS packages, and has now introduced a Spring Sale with the opportunity
to save up to 35% on some of their best offers.
The spring sale allows individuals to save $16 on their best-selling, three-month ShapeHost
Windows VPS Rectangle SSD storage, offering a quad-core CPU and 8gb RAM supporting 100gb
of storage, with unlimited usage and speeds of up to 1gb per second. Alternatively, individuals can
try the package for a month for $31 instead of $37 on a rolling contract basis, with additional great
deals on ShapeHost Linux VPS.
Not only can people save on their package pricing, but will also save against competitors thanks to
the huge range of included extras at no additional cost, including 24/7 support and state of the art
security measures. With packages starting from as little as one penny, there is a scalable solution
for every need.
A spokesperson for ShapeHost explained, “ShapeHost is pleased to be able to introduce new and
exciting money saving deals to individuals throughout the US and beyond. Our servers are the
fastest, most reliable and most secure available anywhere, and now they come at even more
attractive prices than ever before. The website currently enables individuals to receive the
promotional codes for the moneysaving deals just by entering their email address or logging in with
Facebook or Twitter. They will then get access to these great deals, and a second-to-none service
that will make them wonder how they did without it.”
About ShapeHost: ShapeHost offers servers that have high physical security and power
redundancy, ensuring client data is secure. Their ultra modern servers and resources ensure VPS’
will respond in a matter of milliseconds. The speed of these machines is their priority, and the
company has a dedicated team of sales and support staff together with skilled technicians who keep
the servers running optimally at all times. For more information please visit: https://www.shape.host/
Contact Information
For more information contact Cristian Sebastian of ShapeHost (http://https://www.shape.host/)
001 877-877-9955
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